
 

  #hcsm - June 9, 2013   

Sunday June 9, 2013 

6:01 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
Hi all Mark here, good evening. #hcsm  

 

6:02 

 
Marie Ennis-O'Connor@JBBC 

 
Andy Fine, MD, FACP (@andyfinemd)' in list Top 'Doctors On Twitter' list.ly/i/158925 #hcsm  

 

6:02 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
Glad to be on #hcsm - Doc Entrepreneur working on creating a network of Healthcare Pioneers bringing 

patients, docs, tech others together  
 

6:02 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
@signindoc @HealthSocMed welcome back! remember the hashtag so others will see your tweets :) 

#hcsm  
 

6:02 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@MarksPhone Evening, sir. Hope you're doing well. #hcsm  

 

6:02 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
We will assume all tweets within #hcsm during the following hour are your own & not those of your 

employers (unless specifically declared).  
 

6:02 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
Hi peeps! Carmen Gonzalez here from sunny Glendale, CA. Newly minted quality improvement org team 

member. #hcsm  
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6:02 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis hi everyone, Mohan from #GRMI! #hcsm  

 

6:02 

 
Lani Anderson@lanianderson 

 
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis Hi joining in to talk about eHeatlh & soc media #hcsm  

 

6:02 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
Megan - emergency physician/researcher in #RI, on vacation but kids are in bed! #hcsm  

 

6:03 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@MarksPhone Do I hear the faint tones of Tasty Beats in the background? #hcsm  

 

6:03 

 
Kamiya (Camea)@Kamiyamay 

 
on call.... Tx RN.... hoping phone doesn't ring for a bit #HCSM  

 

6:03 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
@crgonzalez congrats! #hcsm  

 

6:03 

 
Sunny Chan@waisunchan 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD There's an interesting intro! Welcome #hcsm  

 

6:03 

 
Marie Kenerson@MarieKenerson 

 
#hcsm Marie colleagues In Care  
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6:03 

 
Ross Morton@signindoc 

 
@danamlewis @HealthSocMed Thank you for the reminder @signindoc from Kingstin #hcsm  

 

6:04 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@crgonzalez Hola, amiga. Espero que estés bien. Much gusto verla de nuevo! Y...¡felicitaciones! #hcsm  

 

6:04 

 
Mike Moore, DO@MikeMooreDO 

 
#hcsm Mike, Family Medicine Resident. Interested in population health, #SDoH, #meded. & #bacon, 

always bacon.  
 

6:04 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@danamlewis Thanks :) #hcsm  

 

6:04 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
@crgonzalez Congrats!! #hcsm  

 

6:04 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@crgonzalez Tasty Beats is off for the summer but Poeddiction is on world beat? #hcsm  

 

6:04 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@RichmondDoc @marksalke Thanks, guys. #hcsm  

 

6:05 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
Hi all, Mark here. Ann Arbor MI. Marketer, Healthcare tech dabbler. Lots of opinions. :) #hcsm  
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6:05 

 
Susannah Fox@SusannahFox 

 
@HealthSocMed Hello! Researcher aka internet geologist in DC. #hcsm  

 

6:05 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
Hi everyone! Jenn here, occupational therapist and public health student from NYC. #hcsm  

 

6:05 

 
Derf@nursethestrings 

 
Fred, ER RN & new grad FNP in Maine, joining #HCSM tonight eager to discuss secure communication, 

social media, and the future of healthcare  
 

6:05 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@MikeMooreDO Howdy! Glad to have you in the #FMRevolution! #hcsm  

 

6:05 

 
Kamiya (Camea)@Kamiyamay 

 
Jinxed myself - see ya'll later! #HCSM  

 

6:05 

 
Florencia Rolandi@FlorRolandi 

 
#hcsm @FlorRolandi first time here. Cardiologist very interested in mHealt  

 

6:06 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@JMCelio Hi Jen, nice to meet you! #hcsm  

 

6:06 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@marksalke love to see another Michigan tweeter! #hcsm  
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6:06 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers joining tonight :), and of course our friendly 

lurkers. Tweet in anytime!  
 

6:06 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@FlorRolandi Welcome! Glad to see you here. #hcsm  

 

6:06 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@FlorRolandi Welcome Florencia! Everyone here is friendly. #hcsm  

 

6:06 

 
Mike Moore, DO@MikeMooreDO 

 
Glad (& Honored) to be here! RT @RichmondDoc: @MikeMooreDO Howdy! Glad to have you in the 

#FMRevolution! #hcsm  
 

6:07 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
Hi! David Flores, social media manager @EinsteinMed looking forward to tonight's conversation. #hcsm  

 

6:07 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD thanks, likewise :) #hcsm  

 

6:07 

 
Emily Lu@a_singledrop 

 
I'm working on a project for patient empowerment. If any #hcsm ers are interested in offering input. 

Check it out - bit.ly/111QNZC  
 

6:07 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 
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We'll get started with T1 in just a few. If you jump in later, feel free to introduce yourself at any time! 

#hcsm  
 

6:07 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@EinsteinMed Hi David, good to see you again #hcsm  

 

6:07 

 
Randall Griffith@controversiesSW 

 
From Louisiana, practicing behavioral health in primary care settings. Hello all. #hcsm  

 

6:07 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@MikeMooreDO p.s. Love the new handle! #hcsm  

 

6:07 

 
David S. McGuire@davidsmcguire 

 
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis I'm here OT student from Nashville. #hcsm  

 

6:07 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
#hcsm Matthew here, KM guy doing Lessons Learned in inpatient flow management with the VHA  

 

6:08 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD Hi Simon. Thanks! Hope all is well. #hcsm  

 

6:08 

 
Berci Meskó, MD, PhD@Berci 

 
15 Predictions in Healthcare, Technology and Innovation for 2013 scienceroll.com/2013/01/02/15-… 

#hcsm  
 

6:08 
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Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Hmmmm . . . perhaps Tweetchat.com isn't dead entirely :) tweetchat.com/room/ #hcsm  

 

6:08 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
@davidsmcguire welcome! #hcsm  

 

6:09 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@marksalke @soulmirror That would be awesome! #hcsm (Another Michigander)  

 

6:09 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
It wasn't cooperating at all last week for tweetchats Monday through Thursday. #hcsm  

 

6:09 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
TOPIC 1 - How would you teach HCSM skills to new HC professionals? What skills do HCPs need in the 

digital era? #hcsm  
 

6:09 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
RT @HealthSocMed: TOPIC 1 - How would you teach HCSM skills to new HC professionals? What 

skills do HCPs need in the digital era? #hcsm  
 

6:10 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
T1 at #hcsm - what skills do health care professionals & providers need in the digital era? How would you 

teach these skills to new pros?  
 

6:10 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@HealthSocMed T1 Ease them into it, invite them into #Healthcare #Tweetchats, #Facebook & 

#Linkedin Discussion groups. #hcsm  
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6:10 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
Hi, from Boston's North Shore #hcsm  

 

6:10 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
@nursefriendly Yes. More on that from1 of the folks involved internetmedialabs.com/tweetchat-has-… 

#hcsm  
 

6:10 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@HealthSocMed A classic! Always a good conversation around this topic :) #hcsm  

 

6:10 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T1 teach why, then how, then when #hcsm  

 

6:10 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@pfanderson @marksalke looks like Ann Arbor is the place to be! (But that announcement will have to 

wait!) #hcsm  
 

6:10 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
First of all - teaching HCs online has been difficult. In person has been great! #hcsm  

 

6:10 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@HealthSocMed T1 First hurdle is to convince them of the value of the medium, what it has to offer them 

personally, professionally #hcsm  
 

6:11 

 
Marie Kenerson@MarieKenerson 
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#hcsm T1 basic communications skills for making requests, negotiating commitments with date and 

names  
 

6:11 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
RT @HealthSocMed: TOPIC 1 - How would you teach HCSM skills to new HC professionals? What 

skills do HCPs need in the digital era? #hcsm  
 

6:11 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
T1 I think that the biggest skill is less a skill than a need to be curious and to explore. Without those, 

difficult to learn to use #hcsm  
 

6:11 

 
harriseve@harriseve 

 
RT @danamlewis: T1 at #hcsm - what skills do health care professionals & providers need in the digital 

era? How would you teach these?  
 

6:11 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
#1 #hcsm Skill HCPs need - LISTENING.  

 

6:11 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
T1: HCP should be introduced to trusted sources and how to identify them, along with learning how to 

curate/ share healthcare info #hcsm  
 

6:11 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
Teaching skills assumes the HCP agrees w/SM. If that is affirmative need to teach what SM can't do as 

well as what not to do #hcsm  
 

6:11 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 
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Encourage flexibility, a high tolerance for "failure", or even an acceptance of it! How to "fail" gently 

#hcsm  
 

6:11 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
T1 Would layer eLearning plus practical experimentation in a sandpit, provide coaching before trying it 

on the world #hcsm  
 

6:11 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
Love it RT @TechnologyChef: T1 teach why, then how, then when #hcsm  

 

6:11 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@danamlewis T1 #hcsm great topic. Many lack role models. When I was intern/fellow conversation 

centered around not embarrassing self on FB.  
 

6:11 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
This is #1 RT @SimonSikorskiMD: #1 #hcsm Skill HCPs need - LISTENING. #hcsm  

 

6:12 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed yep! Always utility is the first barrier #hcsm  

 

6:12 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Just the facts, KISS :) RT @TechnologyChef: T1 teach why, then how, then when #hcsm  

 

6:12 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@RichmondDoc Agree the first step is less skill sets and more concept understanding #hcsm  

 

6:12 
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Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
Fail fast RT @pfanderson Encourage flexibility, a high tolerance for "failure", or even an acceptance of 

it! How to "fail" gently #hcsm  
 

6:13 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
T1 - Start with students - incorporate SM into a class assignment. Of course, this means that profs need to 

be familiar with it too. #hcsm  
 

6:13 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
T1 First goal is to make them (us) understand role of #SoMe - then understand how to engage with it 

#FOAMed #meded & #epatients #hcsm #hcsm  
 

6:13 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@MikeMooreDO T1 #hcsm I agree, I think modeling good engagement via #socmed is much better than 

formal education.  
 

6:13 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
And help them connect with communities they're into RT @crgonzalez: Love it RT @TechnologyChef: 

T1 teach why, then how, then when #hcsm  
 

6:13 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@MarieKenerson T1 Yes, you don't need a doctorate or to be a "rocket scientist" to use, enjoy gain value 

from #SocialMedia #hcsm  
 

6:13 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@MikeMooreDO we shouldn't forget also that #hcsm is a RAPIDLY evolving entity. T1  

 

6:13 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 
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T1 Agree w/ @MarksPhone -- cannot teach HCSM if providers not willing to listen/learn. Hence: start w/ 

curiousity, etc. #hcsm  
 

6:13 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@MikeMooreDO I think ground rules are critical before the #hcsm teaching even begins. T1  

 

6:13 

 
Ashley Ashbee@cartooninperson 

 
@nursethestrings That's awesome! I think many don't bother to learn/apply SM, including to HC, b/c they 

are ignorant to benefits. #hcsm  
 

6:13 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
HCP & SM needs to reside in the contest of patient care & bidirectional learning. #hcsm  

 

6:14 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
@HealthSocMed T1 Introduce new HCPs to online peer efforts and communities in order to welcome and 

educate around empowerment #hcsm  
 

6:14 

 
MediaMed@MediTwitt 

 
+1: T1 @TechnologyChef teach why [Top results], then how [Easy], then when [Everyday] #hcsm  

 

6:14 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@MarieKenerson T1 Lots of basic, every day functions, that can be streamlined with #socialmedia :) 

Teach without overwhelming. #hcsm  
 

6:14 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@crgonzalez Curation is skill #2 - right after listening/watching what is being shared #hcsm  
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6:14 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
T1: Introducing HCP to social media through shadowing is important (e.g. have them watch w/ you 

during a chat) #hcsm  
 

6:14 

 
Ashley Ashbee@cartooninperson 

 
@nursethestrings I've heard the excuse that it's a low priority and there isn't time & resources, but 

#HCSM can save you those!  
 

6:14 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Yes, we don't always do enough of that :( RT @SimonSikorskiMD: #1 #hcsm Skill HCPs need - 

LISTENING.  
 

6:14 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
Damn you auto correct context not contest #hcsm  

 

6:15 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
*yes* IMO #SoMe better than other sources for connexns (prof & pers) MT @EinsteinMed: & help them 

connect with communities #hcsm #hcsm  
 

6:15 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
RT @crgonzalez: T1: Introducing HCP to social media through shadowing is important (e.g. have them 

watch w/ you during a chat) #hcsm  
 

6:15 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@RichmondDoc I think you are either a curious or incurious person. #hcsm  
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6:15 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@khanlon @HealthSocMed by way of empowerment teaching about socmed is part of teaching HCPs 

how to curate a professional identity. #hcsm T1  
 

6:15 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
watch do teach #hcsm  

 

6:15 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
A1: I think it's impt to be involved for the right reasons. So get the 'feel' of community. Be a part of it. 

Give, more than you take. #hcsm  
 

6:15 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
I think having practical experience in a safe environment where nothing can go viral & cause harm is v 

important. Too risky otherwise #hcsm  
 

6:16 

 
Derf@nursethestrings 

 
T1 By introducing concept of tweetchats presumed 'time sink' of SM can be addressed. Show how new 

research & news easily accessed. #hcsm  
 

6:16 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@marksalke YES! Choose the right community for right reasons. Love it Mark! #hcsm T1  

 

6:16 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@MikeMooreDO symptoms are rapidly evolving but prognosis is guardedly very optimistic. :-) #hcsm T1  

 

6:16 
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Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@pfanderson T1 Yes, lots of great examples of how to #network, #crowdsource questions, #jobhunt, etc. 

#hcsm  
 

6:16 

 
Dr. Deanna Attai@DrAttai 

 
@RichmondDoc @crgonzalez I would assume most docs have a healthy curiosity but maybe not all 

#hcsm  
 

6:16 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
Trying to figure out @onecube for #hcsm chat beta2.oneqube.com/socialrm/lives… Not so sure about this 

...  
 

6:17 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
The bumpersticker answer to T1 RT @drseisenberg: watch do teach #hcsm  

 

6:17 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
Thanks @meganranney Pointing new users to natural connections also helps new users generate interest 

and curiosity #hcsm  
 

6:17 

 
Mike Moore, DO@MikeMooreDO 

 
Truth. More than marketing. RT @MarksPhone: Another point to teach or share is SM is not a strategy it 

is a tool a powerful tool #hcsm T1  
 

6:17 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
Another point to teach or share is SM is not a strategy it is a tool a powerful tool #hcsm  

 

6:17 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 
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@MikeMooreDO Indeed. But there is progress in med schools (mine included - new SoMe course for 4th 

year students) #hcsm  
 

6:17 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@MikeMooreDO @SimonSikorskiMD that big NO was loud & clear in psychology training in my time 

also. I just didn't listen! #hcsm T1  
 

6:17 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
hi everyone. #hcsm  

 

6:17 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
Or perhaps those uninterested feel overwhelmed given other priorities @DrAttai @RichmondDoc #hcsm  

 

6:18 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@drseisenberg The important part of that was, I think, "Be USEFUL" :) #hcsm  

 

6:18 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
#powerfulpartnerships can form from this tool known as #hcsm  

 

6:18 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
T1. I am actually doing a conference presentation about it in October to OT practitioners. #hcsm  

 

6:18 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@JMCelio T1 No question about it, #SocialMedia is here to stay, the sooner #Educators embrace it the 

better. #hcsm  
 

6:18 
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Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD @MikeMooreDO That's a great idea! It'd be fun to teach that one! #hcsm  

 

6:18 

 
Mike Moore, DO@MikeMooreDO 

 
@soulmirror @SimonSikorskiMD Nor did I. ;-) But my #Medschool Dean is a courageous woman & let 

me run with it. #hcsm T1  
 

6:19 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
T1 #SoMe provides expansion of horizons for clinicians & pts alike. But have to be aware of limits of 140 

chars ;). #hcsm #hcsm  
 

6:19 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Yes, as fast as the rules are written . . RT @soulmirror: @MikeMooreDO we shouldn't forget also that 

#hcsm is a RAPIDLY evolving entity. T1  
 

6:19 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@RichmondDoc I also have hear a lot of trivializing of the medium, which I attribute to ignorance. #hcsm  

 

6:19 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
In speaking w/ physician groups re: SocMed, I see a lot of people who are interested in attending talk but 

don't sustain effort. #hcsm  
 

6:19 

 
MediaMed@MediTwitt 

 
Yes @MikeMooreDO T1 #hcsm Show utility (personally, professionally, educationally). Give ground 

rules (personal/ethical). Let growth be orga  
 

6:19 

 
Emily Lu@a_singledrop 
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I think the mechanics of #hcsm as fairly self explanatory. It's how to use it optimally that requires 

teaching and continuous learning.  
 

6:19 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
@nursefriendly educators are often 5-10 yar behind the leading edge of the curve. #hcsm  

 

6:19 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
T1 Also permits advocacy/diffusion of research findings - "public scholarship"! cc@debhoury #hcsm 

#hcsm  
 

6:20 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Yet who will formuate? RT @SimonSikorskiMD: @MikeMooreDO I think ground rules are critical 

before the #hcsm teaching even begins. T1  
 

6:20 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@crgonzalez True--and a lot of folks have interest during the talk, but don't carry that initial interest 

forward very effectively. #hcsm  
 

6:20 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
I think maybe part of the wariness comes from stereotype of students who seem to not know difference 

between Wikipedia and Pubmed. #hcsm T1  
 

6:20 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@MikeMooreDO @soulmirror I recommended we teach med students in 1st year, not 4th #hcsm T1  

 

6:20 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
#hcsm = Honest Communication Surely Matters #hcsm  
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6:20 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
Time Constraints ~ most mentioned #hcsm  

 

6:20 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
SM should be used w/specific populations w/in the HCP practice w/those who will benefit the most SM & 

HCP is not about size but effect #hcsm  
 

6:20 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
Do you think it could it be part of learning curve? @RichmondDoc Took me a while to "get" Twitter at 

first... #hcsm  
 

6:20 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@nursefriendly @soulmirror @MikeMooreDO Which is why they need flexibility #hcsm  

 

6:21 

 
Marie Kenerson@MarieKenerson 

 
#hcsm how do we teach #criticalthinking assessment skills for references or content curated by SM?  

 

6:21 

 
Stephanie~@OhMyJet 

 
@MediaLabRat RT @nursefriendly: @pfanderson T1 Yes, lots of great examples of how to #network, 

#crowdsource questions, #jobhunt, etc. #hcsm  
 

6:21 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@nursefriendly @MikeMooreDO lol, key question. Lots of work to establish ground rules for each 

teaching organization #hcsm  
 

6:21 
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Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@DrAttai @crgonzalez Although worth noting how long it takes new research developments to be 

incorporated into medical practice. ;) #hcsm  
 

6:21 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@soulmirror OMG how tragic is that true? #hcsm@soulmirror #hcsm  

 

6:21 

 
Emily Lu@a_singledrop 

 
Yes! RT @SimonSikorskiMD @MikeMooreDO @soulmirror I recommended we teach med students in 

1st year, not 4th #hcsm T1  
 

6:21 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
@RichmondDoc Mark, I imagine that Docs see it as another demand for their (scarce) time. #hcsm  

 

6:21 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@meganranney That's almost the whole conversation in a nutshell #hcsm  

 

6:21 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
@nursefriendly Seems to be a lack of familiarity w/ tech in general. More often than not, profs fumble 

with PowerPoint & Smart Boards #hcsm  
 

6:21 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
#time #schmime - how much tv do we watch? #hcsm  

 

6:21 

 
harriseve@harriseve 

 
MT@a_singledrop: mechanics of #hcsm R fairly self explanatory. It's how to use it optimally that 

requires teaching and continuous learning.  
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6:21 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
@lanianderson remember to include the hashtag in your tweets so others will see them! #hcsm  

 

6:21 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
T1- since I anticipate OT practitioners who might not be good w/ SM, I'll try to have something for 

everyone- from beginner to expert. #hcsm  
 

6:21 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
@nursefriendly @SimonSikorskiMD @MikeMooreDO @soulmirror *We* formulate the guidelines! (in 

lectures & in #tweetchats like this) #hcsm #hcsm  
 

6:21 

 
MediaMed@MediTwitt 

 
RT @drseisenberg #hcsm = Honest Communication Surely Matters #hcsm  

 

6:21 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD @MikeMooreDO that would mean considering the possibility that first years...have 

thoughts...opinions. Egad. :-) #hcsm T1  
 

6:21 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@EinsteinMed I absolutely agree. That is worth reminding newbies that many folks experience the "I 

don't it" phase first #hcsm  
 

6:21 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@EinsteinMed I think it is--this is why in talks we encourage perseverance, even if we can't truly teach it. 

Need to give it time. #hcsm  
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6:22 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@RichmondDoc @DrAttai @crgonzalez and if it does that is knowledge translation better faster uptake 

#hcsm  
 

6:22 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
@nursefriendly I think SM is also seen as more of a distraction than a tool #hcsm  

 

6:22 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@marksalke No doubt that is the case, and we address that up front and provide hints/tips. #hcsm  

 

6:22 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@drseisenberg TV? Who has time! Always multitasking, missing the storyline #hcsm  

 

6:22 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
Honest and decent communication/expression in 140 requires very little learning, methinks 

@EinsteinMed #hcsm  
 

6:22 

 
jenningshealth@jenningshealth 

 
This is Kate from Jennings, hopping on a bit late. Glad to be here! #hcsm  

 

6:22 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@EinsteinMed I meant the "I don't get it " phase....my spelling sucks #hcsm  

 

6:23 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 
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@meganranney @SimonSikorskiMD @MikeMooreDO @soulmirror Yes, but who will adopt, follow the 

rules, best practices we demonstrate? #hcsm  
 

6:23 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@soulmirror @SimonSikorskiMD @MikeMooreDO THe #medstudent and #meded chats are 

enlightening in that regard #hcsm  
 

6:23 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
ha! methinks! @JediPD @EinsteinMed #hcsm  

 

6:23 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@marksalke @RichmondDoc Great point need to show or demonstrate how it improves outcomes and 

utilization costs #hcsm  
 

6:23 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@MarieKenerson great point. But how do we teach #criticalthinking ever? Peer review lets nonsense 

through from time to time, also! #hcsm  
 

6:23 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Yes, many do not take it seriously. RT @JMCelio: @nursefriendly I think SM is also seen as more of a 

distraction than a tool #hcsm  
 

6:23 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
T1 When talking to docs, have highlighted personal/professional/business benefits of SocMed use...still 

interest > follow-through. #hcsm  
 

6:23 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@JMCelio yes... but I think some students are against using it, especially considering they might be aware 
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of pitfalls only. #hcsm  
 

6:23 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
RT @pfanderson: @drseisenberg TV? Who has time! Always multitasking, missing the storyline #hcsm  

 

6:23 

 
Lani Anderson@lanianderson 

 
@HealthSocMed as a coach to #HCP I teach them to give. When they generously give helpful 

information pt value them. #hcsm  
 

6:24 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@nursefriendly @meganranney @MikeMooreDO @soulmirror Come to our next HC Pioneers meeting. 

We can talk in person. Tweets are hard! #hcsm  
 

6:24 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@cartooninperson OT practitioners = occupational therapists and occupational therapy assistants. #hcsm  

 

6:24 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
t1 encourage them to post seasonal info and treatment such as flu, mosquito outbreak, ebola #hcsm  

 

6:24 

 
Betty Jenkins@Practicized4U 

 
T1 Drs. can post new finding for certain medical conditions on SM. #hcsm  

 

6:24 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
#hcsm ok, dvr-ing #GOT on the east coast feed  

 

6:24 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 
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@nursethestrings do you use tweetmining with a package like R? #hcsm  

 

6:24 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@RichmondDoc My sense is that when enough case studies exist to establish $$ savings and improved 

patient care, then change comes #hcsm  
 

6:25 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@MarksPhone @nursethestrings #SocialMedia can be a very powerful tool, not question about it. #hcsm 

Need to present as such  
 

6:25 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@MarksPhone @marksalke I mentioned same to @LeeAase & MCCSM crew: to engage docs, show 

benefits to business and/or clinical practice. #hcsm  
 

6:25 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@soulmirror @MikeMooreDO LOL, funny guy :) #hcsm  

 

6:25 

 
Derf@nursethestrings 

 
@mloxton Personally no, but I think this could be key to public health aspects of twitter. Need to learn 

more code :) #hcsm  
 

6:25 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@RichmondDoc Mark to add to your point engaged patients which SM does well use less physician time 

& better outcomes #hcsm  
 

6:25 

 
Dan Goldman@danielg280 

 
Ahem: let's try that again: Dan Goldman, joining a bit late and kicking the tires on "Oneqube" now that 
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tweetchat is going away. #hcsm  
 

6:25 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
t1 announce new "how to" on their web page. They are updating their web page, right? #hcsm  

 

6:25 

 
Lani Anderson@lanianderson 

 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm there are also great tools for #HCP to connect with each other to expand their 

referral network and build expertise.  
 

6:25 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
True. But for those new to a Twitter chat let's say, how do you explain the flow, use and ultimate benefit 

w/o adding time? @JediPD #hcsm  
 

6:25 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
@BillWongOT and that's where you'll come in! #hcsm  

 

6:25 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@nursefriendly I think SM will continue to evolve & the worser Wild West excesses will reduce. We're 

good at community enforced rules. #hcsm  
 

6:25 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@cartooninperson yes... and it sends a good message, too... as my presentation partner will be Skyping in. 

#hcsm  
 

6:25 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@MarksPhone @RichmondDoc True... but not after some training on how to work with the doc (and vice 

versa) #hcsm  
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6:25 

 
Mike Moore, DO@MikeMooreDO 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD @soulmirror We do at my school. #hcsm T1  

 

6:26 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@RichmondDoc @MarksPhone @marksalke @LeeAase I really want some scheduled #mccsm chats ... 

#hcsm  
 

6:26 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
@MarksPhone @marksalke @RichmondDoc Recent article in Jrnl of Contemp Peds around young adults 

and mHealth. Nice table and chart use. #hcsm  
 

6:26 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Can picture the frustration RT @crgonzalez Or perhaps those uninterested feel overwhelmed given other 

priorities @DrAttai @RichmondDoc #hcsm  
 

6:26 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@crgonzalez @RichmondDoc I would like a trial to look at SM for matched cohorts using adult learning 

theory to prove effect #hcsm  
 

6:26 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@danielg280 I'm doing the same, but gave up because I couldn't get the retweet button to work ... #hcsm  

 

6:26 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@JMCelio it's going to be stressful the week I am doing my presentation, though. I have 2 that weekend. 

#hcsm  
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6:26 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@pfanderson @MarksPhone @marksalke @LeeAase Even though I'm off the board, I'd be interested in 

helping/participating. #hcsm  
 

6:26 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
@RichmondDoc @MarksPhone @LeeAase The biz side could be managed from outside. The clinical 

side does demand their time, IMO. #hcsm  
 

6:26 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
Great conversation around T1. Moving on to T2 in a minute! #hcsm  

 

6:27 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@JMCelio you should participate in the OT 24 hour virtual exchange then. #hcsm  

 

6:27 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
me too @RichmondDoc @pfanderson @MarksPhone @marksalke @LeeAase #hcsm  

 

6:27 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
@nursethestrings some of the textmining stuff is relatively user friendly, and doesn't require any coding 

as such. #hcsm  
 

6:27 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
@crgonzalez Understood what you said completely - your spelling's fine! #hcsm  

 

6:27 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 
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@RichmondDoc @MarksPhone @marksalke @LeeAase Outcomes for sure. Would love real data. #hcsm  

 

6:27 

 
Dan Goldman@danielg280 

 
@pfanderson I think you have to go into "stream control" and enable retweeting. #hcsm  

 

6:27 

 
Ashley Ashbee@cartooninperson 

 
@BillWongOT Sounds good. I'm a fan of occupational therapy, personally, and I see great potential for 

#hcsm there. Thank you!  
 

6:27 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
ain't nothing wrong with connecting with amazing human beings in this world - life is short - connect now 

#hcsm  
 

6:28 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@EinsteinMed I guess I meant my typing sucks. :P #hcsm  

 

6:28 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@RichmondDoc @crgonzalez yes... blogs too have been an emerging tool that researchers can use. 

#hcsm  
 

6:28 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@meganranney T1 Not too many limits that cannot be overcome :) #hcsm  

 

6:28 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
Exactly! RT @crgonzalez: @EinsteinMed If doc told 1 patient abt flu prevention, why not share widely in 

community for greater impact? #hcsm  
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6:28 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
@EinsteinMed Concision forces thought and clarity of expression. Time is a great educator. 

Trip~Fall~Stand ~Trip~Fall~Stand up = Learn #hcsm  
 

6:28 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@meganranney awesome! And the patient/family too! Not to try to get medical advice online, but to 

engage/build community. #hcsm  
 

6:28 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
@BillWongOT I don't know what the OT 24 hr virtual exchange is...please enlighten me! #hcsm  

 

6:28 

 
Lee Aase@LeeAase 

 
@pfanderson @RichmondDoc @MarksPhone @marksalke I think it does take both hands-on experience 

and data or anecdotes on benefits #HCSM  
 

6:29 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
For T2, let's talk about data in EMRs...who inputs, who edits, & how it matters. #hcsm  

 

6:29 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@danielg280 Ah, next time then #hcsm  

 

6:29 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
dr-dr, dr-pt, pt-pt, caregiver-caregiver, anyhting possible when the intention is there for contribution and 

generosity of spirit #hcsm  
 

6:29 
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Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
@crgonzalez How does one judge typing skill during a twitter chat? Like herding cats on a ship in rough 

waters :) #hcsm  
 

6:29 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@cartooninperson thanks! one interactive component for that presentation is a demo twitter chat. :) #hcsm  

 

6:29 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
TOPIC 2 -HCPs spend a lot of time correcting EMRs. What if patients could edit & review for accuracy? 

Why/not a good idea? Discuss. #hcsm  
 

6:29 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@MarksPhone @marksalke @LeeAase Agree, thereby making the research a bit tougher b/c of more 

confounders. Data would be nice, though. #hcsm  
 

6:29 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
RT @HealthSocMed: For T2, let's talk about data in EMRs...who inputs, who edits, & how it matters. 

#hcsm  
 

6:29 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@mloxton @nursethestrings As long as you know what you want in advance. Much harder to scrape 

Twitter data after the fact #hcsm  
 

6:29 

 
jenningshealth@jenningshealth 

 
RT @MarksPhone: @marksalke @RichmondDoc Great point need to show or demonstrate how it 

improves outcomes and utilization costs #hcsm  
 

6:29 

 
Sunny Chan@waisunchan 
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T1 Many HCPs are aware of #hcsm however don't see the benefits of getting on board. Some need to be 

given a nudge & some incentive to do so  
 

6:29 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@BillWongOT There are two studies done on how tweets on flu vaccines boosted immunization rates, so 

use that argument on docs #hcsm  
 

6:30 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
T2 - What if patients edited & reviewed their medical records? Would it impact outcomes? Save HCPs 

time? Why/not? #hcsm  
 

6:30 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@JMCelio ot4ot.com #hcsm  

 

6:30 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
MT @HealthSocMed: T2 HCPs spend a lot of time correcting EMRs. What if patients could edit & 

review for accuracy? Why/not a good idea? #hcsm  
 

6:30 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@soulmirror T1 I think a lot of the wariness comes from a constant stream of #Terminations #Firings 

#Disciplinary actions from abuse. #hcsm  
 

6:30 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@LeeAase @RichmondDoc @MarksPhone @marksalke Agreed, the ideal persuasion blends storytelling 

& good data #hcsm  
 

6:30 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 
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@drseisenberg I think that used to be called polymorphous perversity. Or just inclusiveness. :-) #hcsm  
 

6:30 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T2 BuildYourEMR lets front desk, nurse, physician, and billing staff each enter their relevant data as 

needed using their forms & w/f #hcsm  
 

6:30 

 
Amanda Young@DrAmandaYoung 

 
@waisunchan Or know it is ok to do so #hcsm  

 

6:31 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
Docs I know already have patients fill out lot info electronically before appointment #hcsm T2  

 

6:31 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@khanlon @RichmondDoc @crgonzalez I'd love to hear more #hcsm  

 

6:31 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
A2: Who better to provide history but pts directly? Who better to 'own' the PMI? #hcsm  

 

6:31 

 
Sarina Khanal@DrSarina 

 
Me too!@MikeMooreDO: #hcsm Mike, Family Medicine Resident. Interested in population health. Have 

you considered MPH?  
 

6:31 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
As a patient, I'm one competitive SOB I would lower my BP or Cholesterol numbers since I feel I am 

trying to beat the next patient. #hcsm  
 

6:31 
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Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@HealthSocMed T2 #1, Patients should have unfettered access to their Medical Records, and ability to 

challenge, request corrections. #hcsm  
 

6:31 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
T2 Ideally the editing of info should be an open, transparent, shared activity between HCPs and patients. 

#hcsm  
 

6:31 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
After appointment ... lots of challenges to work on #hcsm T2  

 

6:31 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@nursefriendly I've seen some egregious abuse, great point. That has to be talked about openly like any 

other ethics issue. #hcsm  
 

6:31 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
Yup. It's fairly common. RT @SimonSikorskiMD: Docs I know already have patients fill out lot info 

electronically before appointment #hcsm T2  
 

6:31 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
Better yet: Give patients a portal access to fill in history direct-to EMRs. Taking the counterparts risk out! 

#hcsm  
 

6:31 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
The major concerns HCPs have w/ patient editing the info is that if something is deleted or modified in a 

way that makes it incorrect #hcsm  
 

6:31 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 
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@MarksPhone I know someone who can sympathize ;) #hcsm  

 

6:31 

 
Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 
T2 Let patients edit and docs approve. Saves time, corrects errors, enlightens everyone. I'm the expert on 

me #hcsm  
 

6:31 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
T2 I think it needs to be shared b/c of the need to enter medical terminology and relevant events for other 

HCPs. #hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
T2: First off, we need to give patients access to their data & allow then to correct EMR mistakes, w/ 

review by docs so no data lost #hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@pfanderson @LeeAase @RichmondDoc @marksalke Yes there is a narrative around SM & knowledge 

& outcomes #hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
T2 seems to me that docs are often the champions, but nurses bang in the most data, sometimes for the 

docs #hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Lani Anderson@lanianderson 

 
@HealthSocMed #hcsm pt edits could be tricky if they don't understand notations. all kinds of upset 

seeing SOB on a chart....  
 

6:32 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 
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T2 Of course, that presumes that the fundamental use of EMR is for more than to increase billing 

opportunities... #hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T2 EMRs designed FOR care team to enable the right person to enter data at the right time. This can be 

done today. #hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Derf@nursethestrings 

 
T2 'Quality' of data depends entirely on who enters it. #HCSM  

 

6:32 

 
Betty Jenkins@Practicized4U 

 
RT @SimonSikorskiMD: Docs I know already have patients fill out lot info electronically before 

appointment #hcsm T2 #hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
T2 pt editing/input is ideal but the leading #EMR companies make it difficult, as does #HIPAA #hcsm 

#hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
Step 1 should be to beat into docs' heads the benefits of patients having access to their d*%! data! #hcsm 

T2  
 

6:32 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
A2: it's their data; they should have it, own it, love it, edit it, read it, re-read it, question it, collaborate 

w/it, dance with it #hcsm  
 

6:32 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
@DrAmandaYoung edited after the fact - to fix errors, to add additional notes, etc.? #hcsm  
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6:32 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
T2 I think it would be great if pts could fill in their medical history prior to the appt. Would help with med 

reconciliation. #hcsm  
 

6:33 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@khanlon Share the link when NIMH announces it, please #hcsm  

 

6:33 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T2 Lets be real. Care team needs to verify anything entered/updated by the patient. #hcsm  

 

6:33 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@AnshuBJindal The policies on updating #EHR require persistance of the error but cloaked from top 

level access #hcsm  
 

6:33 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
Not a good idea for pt 2 edit the healthcare providers' note. A good idea 2 hv a separate note that pt can 

document their correction. #hcsm  
 

6:33 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD drives me crazy as a patient when I have to fillin the same info multiple times on 

paper for each doc visit #hcsm  
 

6:33 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
@pfanderson @RichmondDoc @crgonzalez Very cool! Should translate to peers in recovery and toolkit 

development. #fingerscrossed #hcsm  
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6:33 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@HealthSocMed T2 Considering that EMRs are used as basis of treatments/billing, a higher priority on 

accuracy should be demanded. #hcsm  
 

6:33 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
EMR should be tamper proof for patients other then notes or questions. #hcsm  

 

6:33 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@mloxton That's a whole different challenge, but you're right on! #hcsm  

 

6:33 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
A2: The tech must become simpler. #UX is not something EMR vendors conceived at first. Ease of use. 

Accuracy. Compliance, #hcsm  
 

6:33 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
quality matters; it's about collaboration and ensuring it's very well done overall #hcsm  

 

6:34 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@JMCelio @HealthSocMed Nah uh! Maybe they will alter it in such a way that they would be eligible 

for services. #hcsm  
 

6:34 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@AnshuBJindal I blogged about this a while back etechlib.wordpress.com/2012/08/23/my-… #hcsm  

 

6:34 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 
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T2 #opennote via @RWJF is great example but difficult in practice (at least in my neck of the woods) 

#hcsm #hcsm  
 

6:34 

 
Mike Moore, DO@MikeMooreDO 

 
@MarksPhone @RichmondDoc I hope that is true, but I think that is still an assumption. Do you know of 

any research in that area? #hcsm  
 

6:34 

 
MediaMed@MediTwitt 

 
#hcsm T2 Medical records should belong to patients. It's their own health. I guess it will for sure impact 

outcomes  
 

6:34 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@JMCelio @HealthSocMed I think with school based peds, parents will look to anything into justifying 

their kids need services. #hcsm  
 

6:34 

 
Ross Morton@signindoc 

 
Does this look familiar? RT bbc.co.uk/news/health-20… #hcsm Topic 2. A major problem with EMR is 

time.  
 

6:34 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
Thank you ... I'll definitely read it @pfanderson @AnshuBJindal #hcsm  

 

6:35 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@AnshuBJindal do think HCP has to retain ability to render opinion. Esp those of us answering answer 

fundamentally controversial Qs. #hcsm  
 

6:35 

 
Lani Anderson@lanianderson 
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@HealthSocMed #hcsm edits by pt may be illegal, is there a lawyer on to answer this? #HCP is 

responsible if pt edits, what happens to liblty  
 

6:35 

 
jenningshealth@jenningshealth 

 
T2 - Just as patients leave out info when talking with doc, they might leave out info they don't view as 

important when editing EMR #hcsm  
 

6:35 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T2 EMRs that can share data with #HealthVault can offload patient work while still enabling the doctor to 

confirm accuracy. #hcsm  
 

6:35 

 
Sunny Chan@waisunchan 

 
T2 In primary care the doctors input all the info into the EMR (if they use it!) Half docs in my practice 

still use paper exclusively #hcsm  
 

6:35 

 
Megan Ranney@meganranney 

 
@crgonzalez @khanlon Ditto!! As #NIMH funded researcher would love to see the announcement! nice 

to have fwd-thinking organization... #hcsm  
 

6:35 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
An HCP saying to a patient other patients in my practice similar to you have lowered their BP what can 

we do to help you? #hcsm  
 

6:35 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
"Honesty, Is Such A Lonely Word" (Billy Joel) :( RT @drseisenberg: #hcsm = Honest Communication 

Surely Matters #hcsm  
 

6:36 

 
Ashley Ashbee@cartooninperson 
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@BillWongOT Fascinating insight: u may not know ur audience fully, nor know their needs, until they 

engage. Identify aud, then tailor #hcsm  
 

6:36 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
MT @TechnologyChef: T2 EMRs can share data w/#HealthVault & offload patient work while still 

enabling the doctor to confirm accuracy. #hcsm  
 

6:36 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@MediTwitt too many notes still written in a "God I hope the pt never reads this" way. Ending that 

practice wd enable transparency. #hcsm  
 

6:36 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
T2 I think the push to switch to EMRs has led to a focus on documentation for billing and not truly for pt 

care. Unfortunately. #hcsm  
 

6:36 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T2 BuildyourEMR was certified for 2014 last week. MU Stage 2 rules will make EMR usage far more 

sensible. Also washout the bad ones #hcsm  
 

6:36 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
Yes agree. I faced a reverse prob. Doc altered notes to make herself look good. I'd like to be able to qn 

that @soulmirror #hcsm  
 

6:36 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
@marksalke it has worked for hotel industry experiments with water saving, no reason it shouldn't work 

in hc #hcsm  
 

6:37 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 
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@RichmondDoc Mark that point requires radical re-thinking. :-) #hcsm  
 

6:37 

 
Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 
It's about working together, we need to review together, let me see what you've entered, give me opp to 

edit it w your approval #hcsm  
 

6:37 

 
georgemargelis@georgemargelis 

 
Sorry I am late public holiday in Australia George Margelis geek doctor from down under #hcsm  

 

6:37 

 
Dan Goldman@danielg280 

 
@soulmirror @MediTwitt I guess it depends on what "own" means. Right to access is already there. 

Right to control more challenging #hcsm  
 

6:37 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
If/when truly patient-centered care resonates and creates change in medicine, then we will see pt 

ownership/sharing of EMRs. #hcsm  
 

6:37 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
I blame lazy shopping and bad design. MT @RichmondDoc: T2 I think the push to switch to EMRs has 

led to a focus on documentation #hcsm  
 

6:37 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
We live in a world that loves chaos: Add Complexity to Simple things and call it Progress! #hcsm  

 

6:38 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@georgemargelis Good grief, George! We thought you'd never get here! ;) #hcsm  
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6:38 

 
jenningshealth@jenningshealth 

 
RT @crgonzalez: T2: give patients access to their data & allow then to correct EMR mistakes, w/ review 

by docs so no data lost #hcsm  
 

6:38 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
RT @RichmondDoc If/when truly patient-centered care resonates/creates change in medicine, then we'll 

see pt ownership/sharing of EMRs. #hcsm  
 

6:38 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
@mloxton I can think of many simple ways to make it fun. #hcsm Add simple rewards, for one.  

 

6:38 

 
MediaMed@MediTwitt 

 
I do think so @soulmirror Ending that practice wd enable transparency. #hcsm  

 

6:38 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
Our patients & referring physicians can read all our dictation. Lots of emotional reaction when pts are not 

understanding the truth. #hcsm  
 

6:38 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
@crgonzalez If we get it I will share link in this forum. Thanks for your interest! #hcsm  

 

6:38 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
citelighter.com is citation tool Teachers have analytics to see how students are learning/write etc. Fits 

w/patient learning #hcsm  
 

6:38 
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Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
yes ! RT @khanlon: @danamlewis T2 Perhaps not edit but instead parallel record keeping with patient's 

own notes weighed equally. #hcsm  
 

6:38 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@cartooninperson true... but I know facilitating a twitter chat is not easy... especially if I am the only live 

person in pres. #hcsm  
 

6:38 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
T2 on patients editing notes reminds me of something just read on comment system at @Medium 

medium.com/about/5972c72b… #hcsm  
 

6:38 

 
Pain Camp@PainCamp 

 
For Mental health situations its best to have pt rev chart w professional. Best for ethical and safety 

reasons. #hcsm  
 

6:38 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@AnshuBJindal Sorry, Part two was the part with how to make changes to your record #ehr 

etechlib.wordpress.com/2012/08/28/my-… #hcsm  
 

6:39 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@AnshuBJindal absolutely. My reports routinely sent to pt's parents. Cd view as curse, actually blessing, 

I'm glad they can read it. #hcsm  
 

6:39 

 
rigel@RigelMD 

 
@crgonzalez @pfanderson @JediPD great with pts who are active, highly literate, etc. that's not all pts 

though. #hcsm  
 

6:39 
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Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
partners audit your notes? #hcsm  

 

6:39 

 
georgemargelis@georgemargelis 

 
T2: key to collaboration is trust and the best way to build it is with transparency but it is not an overnight 

journey #hcsm  
 

6:39 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@TechnologyChef I blame a system that rewards volume over quality and personal care. Changes in 

practice focus on $. #hcsm  
 

6:39 

 
Emily Lu@a_singledrop 

 
Been exploring the idea of a more patient centered EMR through Sandford MOOC and would really value 

ur input bit.ly/111QNZC #hcsm  
 

6:39 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@cartooninperson and the thing is- I won't know the exact makeup of audience until the moment I deliver 

the presentation. #hcsm  
 

6:39 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
@RichmondDoc Simply meaning that increasing revenue has been the traditional rationale for 

implementation. #hcsm It was tongue-in-cheek.  
 

6:39 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@BillWongOT @JMCelio By the same token Bill, they would be less wary if it was incorporated into 

classroom learning, employment :) #hcsm  
 

6:39 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 
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@crgonzalez @marksalke That it was fundamentally useful, and not just a frivolous space to share 

pictures of cats and food. #hcsm  
 

6:39 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@AnshuBJindal think about how documentation wd change if every medical note automatically cc'd to 

pt? Might solve a lot of problems. #hcsm  
 

6:40 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
As longs as we dictate with the current medical style, it is a terrible documentation for the patients. #hcsm  

 

6:40 

 
Ross Morton@signindoc 

 
@mloxton @khanlon @danamlewis Interesting concept, given the info patients bring. Their thoughts / 

research should be valuable #hcsm  
 

6:40 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@marksalke Gotcha. Sadly, so long as our system focuses on revenue and productivity, those will 

continue to be selling points. :P #hcsm  
 

6:40 

 
Mike Moore, DO@MikeMooreDO 

 
@MarksPhone @RichmondDoc Cool thanks! #hcsm  

 

6:40 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
Yes , based on my expereince I think it would @soulmirror @AnshuBJindal #hcsm  

 

6:40 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
patients ask for a copy of today's note - give it to em and be proud to #hcsm  
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6:40 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
That is rare to find :( RT @drseisenberg: patients ask for a copy of today's note - give it to em and be 

proud to #hcsm  
 

6:40 

 
Amanda Young@DrAmandaYoung 

 
 es      @PainCamp47s For Mental health situations its best to have pt rev chart w professional. Best for 

ethical and safety reasons. #hcsm  
 

6:40 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@RigelMD @crgonzalez @JediPD Agree, many pts don't understand, jargon may mean diff things in pop 

parlance than in medspeak. Nd trans #hcsm  
 

6:40 

 
MediaMed@MediTwitt 

 
It certainly is. But future of medicine will be patient-in or will not be @danielg280 @soulmirror Right to 

control more challenging #hcsm  
 

6:41 

 
TweetChat@TweetChat 

 
@danielg280 we're not going anywhere now. relaunching our interface powered by @oneQubeMe PLUS 

offering the #SmartStream pro version #hcsm  
 

6:41 

 
georgemargelis@georgemargelis 

 
Interesting idea MT @drseisenberg: patients ask for a copy of todays note - give it to em and be proud to 

#hcsm  
 

6:41 

 
Scott Leibrand@scottleibrand 

 
Editing with full history and attribution is a solved problem: see Wikipedia. No need for it to be notes-

only or anything. #hcsm  
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6:41 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@lanianderson @HealthSocMed How would you suggest that #HCPs give via #SocialMedia? #hcsm  

 

6:41 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
It's their life story, they should have it. RT @drseisenberg: patients ask for a copy of today's note - give it 

to em and be proud to #hcsm  
 

6:41 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@RichmondDoc @marksalke revenue etc. should not be mutually exclusive from outcomes or patient 

care #hcsm  
 

6:41 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
@meganranney @crgonzalez Thanks for your support around this research app! It is timely and important 

indeed. #hcsm  
 

6:41 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Latest breaking stories, updates to #patients RT @Practicized4U: T1 Drs. can post new finding for certain 

medical conditions on SM. #hcsm  
 

6:42 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
RT We need more docs like that @drseisenberg patients ask for a copy of today's note - give it to em and 

be proud to #hcsm  
 

6:42 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
Artificial intelligence may translate our diction into understandable one. Simply exposing the EMR to 

patients have not done well. #hcsm  
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6:42 

 
Nirvi Dahiya MD@nirvidahiya 

 
Compassion in healthcare? bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-… #healthcare #hcsm #medicine  

 

6:42 

 
Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 
As @ePatientDave says, "Nothing about me without me." #hcsm  

 

6:42 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@drseisenberg that I agree- have made plenty of such comments in autism support groups! #hcsm 

#learnthingthehardway  
 

6:42 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@lanianderson @HealthSocMed And that is also when the greatest value returns to them, when they have 

given generously #hcsm  
 

6:42 

 
Betty Jenkins@Practicized4U 

 
RT @AnshuBJindal: RT We need more docs like that @drseisenberg patients ask for a copy of todays 

note - give it to em and be proud to #hcsm  
 

6:42 

 
Scott Leibrand@scottleibrand 

 
@MarksPhone @danamlewis Yes, engagement FTW, not just on doing better, but on patient providing 

more data to demonstrate the fact. #hcsm  
 

6:42 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@MarksPhone @marksalke Nor should it be the principle driving force behind using technology in pt 

care...but if often is. #hcsm  
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6:42 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
RT That's a great way to put it @ekeeleymoore As @ePatientDave says, "Nothing about me without me." 

#hcsm  
 

6:43 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@lanianderson @HealthSocMed Do tell :) #hcsm  

 

6:43 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
hcsm = here, copy some medicalnotes #hcsm  

 

6:43 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
RT @nursefriendly @lanianderson @HealthSocMed Do tell :) #hcsm  

 

6:43 

 
Pain Camp@PainCamp 

 
RT @TechnologyChef I blame a system that rewards volume over quality and personal care. Changes in 

practice focus on $. #hcsm  
 

6:43 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
@signindoc @mloxton @danamlewis Indeed an opportunity for communication and real partnership. 

#hcsm  
 

6:43 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@teamoncology Need #plainlang tools and #healthlit for pts new to #ehr. Will mean lots of 

explanation/translation at FIRST. #hcsm  
 

6:43 
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Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@MediTwitt @danielg280 it's time the customer were always right! #hcsm (not right to demand a dx / rx, 

but right in knowing themself!) #hcsm  
 

6:43 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
@teamoncology AI can misinterpret based on Boolean Logic and create a whole different Hornet's Nest 

though. #hcsm  
 

6:43 

 
Dave deBronkart@ePatientDave 

 
@ekeeleymoore Ha, that saying was hardly my idea - goes back to the,1990s! :-) #hcsm  

 

6:43 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
What would be interesting to look at? When you give a patient EMR what do they research for online? 

How do they use it to learn #hcsm  
 

6:43 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
@MarksPhone @RichmondDoc Consider the biz concept of 'lifetime value.' It's in everybody's interest 

keep pt. health top priority! #hcsm  
 

6:43 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
sweeeeeeeeet RT @ekeeleymoore As @ePatientDave says, "Nothing about me without me." #hcsm  

 

6:44 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
@JediPD True, no good solution. We may have to educate physicians how to dictate that is 

understandable to patients. #hcsm  
 

6:44 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 
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Use all tools available RT @BillWongOT: @RichmondDoc @crgonzalez yes... blogs too have been an 

emerging tool that researchers can use. #hcsm  
 

6:44 

 
jenningshealth@jenningshealth 

 
RT @drseisenberg: patients ask for a copy of today's note - give it to em and be proud to #hcsm  

 

6:45 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
@marksalke @MarksPhone Not always. Given that many Americans change insurances fairly often, 

long-term value not always seen. #hcsm  
 

6:45 

 
Dan Goldman@danielg280 

 
EMR is more than just "Data" Agree re stuff like lab values, but doc notes, impressions, opinions are diff. 

#hcsm  
 

6:45 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
if you're gonna put something in the record that will upset, clarify and re-clarify w/the human being 

sitting in front of you first #hcsm  
 

6:45 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@nursefriendly @BillWongOT @RichmondDoc @crgonzalez Blogs... so difficult sometimes to read. 

Not organized #hcsm  
 

6:45 

 
georgemargelis@georgemargelis 

 
Shared record works both ways px has to take responsibility for acting on what doctor has written #hcsm  

 

6:45 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
RT @danielg280 EMR is more than just "Data" Agree re stuff like lab values, but doc notes, impressions, 

opinions are diff. #hcsm  
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6:45 

 
Sunny Chan@waisunchan 

 
T2 The legibility & detail of notes is more important than ever, not just for pt care but to protect ourselves 

in litigation #hcsm  
 

6:45 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
LOL, that's so true! :) RT @teamoncology: @JediPD Sometime, I can not even understand my colleagues 

logic reading the EMR. :) #hcsm  
 

6:45 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
MT Yes @MarksPhone What would be interesting to look at? When you give a patient EMR what do 

they research 4 online & use it to learn #hcsm  
 

6:46 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@marksalke In my new area, I am starting to see the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid look at SM 

integration, so it will come #hcsm  
 

6:46 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
@drseisenberg @ekeeleymoore @ePatientDave In peer movement it is "nothing about us without us". 

Well said. #hcsm  
 

6:46 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
Fantastic T2 discussion. Final topic for the evening (T3) up next! #hcsm  

 

6:46 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
The pencil pushers and clinical have not identified a unifying theory of HC, outcomes, revenue, SM, 

patient engagement etc. #hcsm  
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6:46 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD I am glad that you agree with me. I think that EMR is important. But human touch is 

missing. #hcsm  
 

6:46 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
@drseisenberg right, plus a great way to avoid medical mistakes #hcsm  

 

6:46 

 
Gregg Masters@2healthguru 

 
@a_singledrop nice! #hcsm  

 

6:46 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Interesting RT @JediPD: Better yet: Give patients a portal access to fill in history direct-to EMRs. Taking 

the counterparts risk out! #hcsm  
 

6:46 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD @nursefriendly @RichmondDoc @crgonzalez if you know a population well, I 

don't think it's disorganized. #hcsm  
 

6:46 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
notes should be clear = consistent, loving, engaging, authentic, real #hcsm  

 

6:46 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
RT @crgonzalez: @marksalke In my new area, am starting to see Centers for Medicare & Medicaid look 

at SM integration, so it will come #hcsm  
 

6:47 
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Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
greggie! @2healthguru @a_singledrop #hcsm  

 

6:47 

 
Faisal Qureshi@fqure 

 
#hcsm Encouraged when I see my PCP tilt pad/tablet/screen towards me. Do the #hcsm tilt. Cc 

@drseisenberg  
 

6:47 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
Easy to do MT @waisunchan: T2 The legibility & detail of notes more important than ever, not just for pt 

care but to protect ourselves #hcsm  
 

6:47 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
Yep, Garbage In/Garbage Out :( RT @nursethestrings: T2 'Quality' of data depends entirely on who 

enters it. #HCSM  
 

6:47 

 
rigel@RigelMD 

 
@pfanderson @crgonzalez @JediPD as much as we might forget it being on twitter, not everyone is 

unintimidated by computers either #hcsm  
 

6:47 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
RT @fqure #hcsm Encouraged when I see my PCP tilt pad/tablet/screen towards me. Do the #hcsm tilt.  

 

6:47 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
@ekeeleymoore I totally agree. I can only do so much. Unfortunately, do not have time to teach my pts 

how to read EMR. Frustrating #hcsm  
 

6:47 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 
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RT @pfanderson: RT @georgemargelis: Shared record works both ways px has to take responsibility for 

acting on what doctor has written #hcsm  
 

6:47 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD had oil change place smear fluid on sheet, tell me I needed new trans fluid. In 

manual trans! That's how EMR is st. #hcsm  
 

6:47 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
@jeanettegtf Patient Info clarification is done in the QA session upon evaluation. No single hand clapping 

here! #hcsm  
 

6:48 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@RigelMD and smartphones...yep, the technical divide is wide #hcsm  

 

6:48 

 
Scott Leibrand@scottleibrand 

 
Crazy idea re: patient-friendly dictation: write up most impressions as an email to the patient, send after 

visit, and put in chart. #hcsm  
 

6:48 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
TOPIC 3 - Is there an app for everything HC related? If you could build any HC app (or fix an existing 

one), what would it be & why? #hcsm  
 

6:48 

 
Dan Goldman@danielg280 

 
My old primary care doc used to dictate his note with me still in the room. Gave me ample opportunity to 

comment, clarify #hcsm  
 

6:48 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
RTx10000 end of story. @Dermdoc: #HCSM Topic 2: Yes, patients should have access to THEIR whole 
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medical record.  
 

6:48 

 
rigel@RigelMD 

 
@pfanderson @crgonzalez @JediPD and then there are trust issues, pro and con, of filling out a computer 

form for a health issue #hcsm  
 

6:48 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
notes should be legible = leaving everyone greater in being loving, empathetic #hcsm  

 

6:48 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@RigelMD @crgonzalez @JediPD My kids depend on ME for computer help, and their friends, too, 

often as not. Young and old need support #hcsm  
 

6:48 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
only after they r trained to read it all RT @Dermdoc: #hcsm Topic 2: Yes, patients should have access to 

THEIR whole medical record. #hcsm  
 

6:49 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
Am I wrong but could an outcome be improvement in patient knowledge about their health as surrogate 

marker? #hcsm  
 

6:49 

 
Kim Yu, MD, FAAFP@drkkyu 

 
T2:Could potentially cause more problems if the patient says they have something which they don't have; 

health literacy isn't innate #hcsm  
 

6:49 

 
Jeff Benabio, MD@Dermdoc 

 
#HCSM I always send pts their entire pathology report after biopsy. Patients are the best quality assurance 

check I know.  
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6:49 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
heat or spurs? #hcsm  

 

6:49 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
An universal easy to carry personal medical record on everybody's smart phone compatible with any 

EMR. #hcsm  
 

6:49 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
@georgemargelis sure, but then that becomes the partnership, and might mean a RN follows up to ask if 

pt has done what was requested? #hcsm  
 

6:49 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@pfanderson Everyone depends on you, me included #hcsm  

 

6:49 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@HealthSocMed I think there is one- itunes.apple.com/us/app/occupat… #hcsm  

 

6:49 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@HealthSocMed EHR translation tool would be AWESOME, a good one, in #plainlang w/ #hcsm 

integration/support  
 

6:49 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
T3 Have found lots of apps doing individual things, functions. No "one app does it all" yet, or anything 

remotely close. #hcsm  
 

6:49 
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Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
BuildYourEmr has a field for that, an workflow for that, and terminology for that. App coming when it 

makes sense. #hcsm  
 

6:49 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
A great idea. RT @AnshuBJindal: Would a small video that explains the basic structure of the patient 

note help? @ekeeleymoore #hcsm  
 

6:50 

 
Sunny Chan@waisunchan 

 
Absolutely & thankfully usually they do #HCSM “@Dermdoc: #HCSM Topic 2: Yes, patients should 

have access to  HEI  whole medical record.”  
 

6:50 

 
Jeff Benabio, MD@Dermdoc 

 
#HCSM Topic 2: Yes, patients should have access to THEIR whole medical record.  

 

6:50 

 
Derf@nursethestrings 

 
A lot of HCP put off by #HCSM thinking it's for contacting patients. It's for contacting the world. We are 

all patients.  
 

6:50 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
RT @Dermdoc: #HCSM I always send pts their entire pathology report after biopsy. Patients are the best 

quality assurance check I know.  
 

6:50 

 
Amanda Young@DrAmandaYoung 

 
@drkkyu Or deny having something they do have #hcsm  

 

6:50 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 
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T3: I would like my Nike+ data to be fed directly to my doctor so she could see my fitness regimen #hcsm  
 

6:50 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@RigelMD @crgonzalez @JediPD Yep! I have friends who still insist on getting their W2s in paper to 

avoid computer security glitches #hcsm  
 

6:50 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T3 we have app to migrate from ICD9 to SNOMED to ICD10 in just a couple of clicks. #hcsm  

 

6:50 

 
Betty Jenkins@Practicized4U 

 
T3 There is an app for everything! #hcsm  

 

6:51 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
First I would demand apps are tested so data is valid, second I would build less apps and use what is there 

better #hcsm  
 

6:51 

 
Sunny Chan@waisunchan 

 
T2 I find it quite sad that many family practices still charge their patients to get a copy of their EMR 

#hcsm  
 

6:51 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@crgonzalez LOL! Please don't put the weight of the world on MY shoulder. No desire to be Charles 

Atlas ;) #hcsm  
 

6:51 

 
georgemargelis@georgemargelis 

 
T3: too many apps without real HC focus time to now sit down and redesign apps and HC system to work 

together for outcomes #hcsm  
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6:51 

 
Randall Griffith@controversiesSW 

 
T3 Measuring the emotional component of a an illness-- none of our apps do that. (An probably can't.) 

#hcsm  
 

6:51 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T3 there are dozens of devices that talk to #Healthvault. There is a #Healthvault app. #hcsm  

 

6:51 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@AnshuBJindal my evals are long, I have time luxury, but I tell pt's how report is structured so they'll 

understand when they get it. #hcsm  
 

6:51 

 
rigel@RigelMD 

 
.@crgonzalez soapboxing, but digital divide disadvantages most in need of care. wd love to see more 

engagement on this issue by docs #hcsm  
 

6:51 

 
Gail Zahtz@GailZahtz 

 
If I could build one health app- it would be to connect provider & patient communities for trusted 

information & resources ;-) #hcsm  
 

6:51 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
RT @SimonSikorskiMD Literacy of: Health, Technology, Abbreviations, Algorithms (i.e. steps how/why 

tx is prescribed) #hcsm - key issues  
 

6:51 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
T3 As a #Nurse, I'd like an app to list frequently encountered #drugs #conditions #treatments, the ultimate 

"Quick Reference" #hcsm  
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6:52 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
Computer literacy is a personal domain. Education is a Doctors domain! #hcsm  

 

6:52 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
good RT @georgemargelis: T3: too many apps without real HC focus time to now sit down and redesign 

apps and HC system to work together #hcsm  
 

6:52 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@drkkyu Validation is tricky. Also, accuracy of self-reported family history. My family keeps 

CHANGING their history! #hcsm  
 

6:52 

 
jenningshealth@jenningshealth 

 
Collaboration MT @danielg280: My old doc used to dictate his notes w/ me still in room. Gave me ample 

opportunity to comment, clarify #hcsm  
 

6:52 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
I would love to help build an app for secure real time connection with other HCPs available anytime 

globally via mobile #hcsm  
 

6:52 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
T3 As much as there is to know in #healthcare, in #patient care, having quick access to reference 

materials is a boon :) #hcsm  
 

6:52 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
RT @TechnologyChef BuildYourEmr has a field for that, an workflow for that, and terminology for that. 

App coming when it makes sense. #hcsm  
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6:52 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@waisunchan Wow that is a real money maker… NO  #hcsm  

 

6:52 

 
Susan Eller@s_eller 

 
@crgonzalez - I think that would be brilliant - would also feed any diet/medication tracking apps to add to 

overall health story #hcsm  
 

6:52 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
T3 rather than a single topic, I propose a specific intent: make sure intended users (patients!) identify the 

need and agree w/ answer #hcsm  
 

6:53 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@RigelMD Google brought free wifi to Kansas City, so why not pick a city with major health issues and 

use docs as SM ambassadors? #hcsm  
 

6:53 

 
Elin Silveous@ElinSilveous 

 
@MarksPhone I agree, Mark. Would like to see more research on the accuracy and efficacy of apps. 

#HCSM  
 

6:53 

 
Randall Griffith@controversiesSW 

 
20 years ago self-monitoring was the new "app" for diabetics. One study showed 5% used it -- no one 

talked to them about life changes #hcsm  
 

6:53 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@khanlon how about some kind of voluntary fact checking certification for apps that dispense knowledge 

or ideas? #hcsm  
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6:53 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
T3 Designers may think they're clever enough to guess what people need, but people know what they 

actually need...and will use. #hcsm  
 

6:53 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
Not yet. RT @controversiesSW: T3 Measuring the emotional component of a an illness-- none of our 

apps do that. (An probably can't.) #hcsm  
 

6:53 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
That's amazing! You could share your secret so more HCPs & patients can benefit @soulmirror #hcsm  

 

6:53 

 
Amanda Young@DrAmandaYoung 

 
I can't seem to find T3. Can someone RT? #hcsm  

 

6:53 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
T3: Have an amazing team of tweeps working on that very issue as we tweet #gratefulmed based on what 

real patients asked for #hcsm  
 

6:53 

 
Dan Goldman@danielg280 

 
T3: prolly need less of a plethora, and more "do all" type apps. Plethora mirrors fractured system and 

frustrates/confuses PTs #hcsm  
 

6:54 

 
Gail Zahtz@GailZahtz 

 
There are full calendars and contact managers- why not a full health management with both and more for 

the entire family?? #hcsm  
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6:54 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@s_eller Good idea. Sanofi has a meal app which should be adapted to send meal/calorie info to docs too 

#hcsm  
 

6:54 

 
Derf@nursethestrings 

 
@nursefriendly AND without the hospital admin barking at nurses for accessing the data on smartphones 

while at work! #hcsm  
 

6:54 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
I will help anyone that builds apps that are NOT for only ONE type of audience (i.e. only for patients) - 

HCPs need to be included! #hcsm  
 

6:54 

 
Dan Goldman@danielg280 

 
@DrAmandaYoung Is there an app for everything HC related? If you could build any HC app (or fix an 

existing), what would it be & why? #hcsm  
 

6:55 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
RT @RichmondDoc: T3 Designers may think theyre clever enough to guess what people need, but pple 

know what they actually need...& use. #hcsm  
 

6:55 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD @controversiesSW I think at least pieces of this can be done. But I'm a 

psychologist. I would. :-) #hcsm  
 

6:55 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@JMCelio T2 Most #patients are asked to do that already, fill out a medical history, bring a list of 

medications they are on. #hcsm  
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6:55 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
so few ask MT @RichmondDoc: T3 Designers may think theyre clever enough to guess what people 

need, but people know what they need #hcsm  
 

6:55 

 
Jeff Benabio, MD@Dermdoc 

 
@drseisenberg no, you da man. #hcsm  

 

6:55 

 
Amanda Young@DrAmandaYoung 

 
@danielg280 Thanks Dan! #hcsm  

 

6:55 

 
Pain Camp@PainCamp 

 
T3 App that looks at the entire picture. The individ w/in the system and as a system. Physical, mental, 

social, emtn'l, financial etc #hcsm  
 

6:55 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD @controversiesSW amusing or sadly, the cancer ppl are way ahead of the psych 

people in this regard. #hcsm  
 

6:55 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
Time flies during Sunday night #hcsm chats! Time to wrap up tonight's chat. Last thoughts for the week 

ahead, everyone?  
 

6:55 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD Great point #hcsm  

 

6:55 
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rigel@RigelMD 

 
.@crgonzalez i think problem is more structural, ambassadors alone will not address that, but its a starting 

point. #hcsm  
 

6:55 

 
Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis 

 
RT @HealthSocMed Time flies during Sunday night #hcsm chats! Time to wrap up tonight's chat. Last 

thoughts for the week ahead, everyone?  
 

6:55 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
@soulmirror Interesting idea! Would create a foundation for trust and promote use. #hcsm  

 

6:56 

 
Gail Zahtz@GailZahtz 

 
@ElinSilveous @MarksPhone Please add full research on use of all tech tools to outcomes for doctors 

and patients! #hcsm  
 

6:56 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
T3: First step was to interview thousands of real patients on real issues and keep it real and it was really 

really hard #hcsm  
 

6:56 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@soulmirror @khanlon Been there, done that. Problem is the "facts" don't always agree, & "who watches 

the watchers" #hcsm  
 

6:56 

 
David S. McGuire@davidsmcguire 

 
@HealthSocMed this is a good one. mTBI Pocket Guide by The National Center for Telehealth and 

Technology. #hcsm itun.es/us/QHKKC.i  
 

6:56 

 
Amanda Young@DrAmandaYoung 
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T3: Apps to track sx and triggers are helpful for MH issues. #hcsm  

 

6:56 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@teamoncology T2 Let them have access to copies and have a dispute, correction policy in place for 

inaccuracies to be corrected. #hcsm  
 

6:56 

 
Florencia Rolandi@FlorRolandi 

 
@MarksPhone increasing knowledge of women about cv disease runs paralel to mortality decrease but 

not statistically associated #hcsm  
 

6:56 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
@MarksPhone I've seen hundreds of companies develop apps for public use... each shot down by docs at 

patient visit. Wonder why... #hcsm  
 

6:56 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
@pfanderson @khanlon great point (& quote :-) ). #hcsm  

 

6:56 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
Apps are not trial driven maybe some are but that would be of value trials w/both patient&HCP #hcsm  

 

6:57 

 
Gail Zahtz@GailZahtz 

 
What about an app that has physicians and patients rating and recommending all health apps and tools? 

#hcsm  
 

6:57 

 
Derf@nursethestrings 

 
Show your colleagues and patients the power of #hcsm Takes one minute and might save a life!  
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6:57 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
T3: Like what would really really really really want and be brutally honest -- what isn't working now and 

how wold you want it better #hcsm  
 

6:57 

 
Mike Jenkins@TechnologyChef 

 
T3 #Healthvault and related apps are an API to patient. BuildYourEMR is an API to the care team. Mix in 

direct & everyone's talking #hcsm  
 

6:57 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@mloxton @SimonSikorskiMD T2 Nature of the beast Matthew, till we do something about the massive 

fragmentation of #healthcare :( #hcsm  
 

6:57 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 

 
@jeanettegtf Of Course. That knowledge impacts care. #hcsm But EMRs carry probability algorithm 

based on not actual but anticipated~problem.  
 

6:57 

 
Mark Ryan@RichmondDoc 

 
Glad I got to catch up with this good group of folks again. Have a great week, everyone! Hasta la 

proxima! #hcsm  
 

6:57 

 
Katy Hanlon@khanlon 

 
One of my fav Sunday night #hcsm chats. Ever. Thanks, @danamlewis!  

 

6:57 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@PainCamp And to NAVIGATE the system(s)! #hcsm  
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6:58 

 
Bill Wong@BillWongOT 

 
@drseisenberg I think online support groups comes in handy in this case- since mostly the users are 

service users or caregivers. #hcsm  
 

6:58 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
I asked you a question couple of hours ago....remember that? @drseisenberg #hcsm  

 

6:58 

 
Scott Leibrand@scottleibrand 

 
T3: Biggest problem IMO for new apps is that I am not allowed to have an app display medically relevant 

data without FDA approval. #hcsm  
 

6:58 

 
Randall Griffith@controversiesSW 

 
Last thought: be the "app" that listens. #hcsm  

 

6:58 

 
Gail Zahtz@GailZahtz 

 
Last thoughts- spending time with my FAMILY this week- so hope to not be chatting to much! Will share 

pics though ;-) #hcsm  
 

6:58 

 
Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD@teamoncology 

 
@nursefriendly At MD Anderson, patients can send a secure messaging or fax to correct the mistake. 

#hcsm  
 

6:58 

 
Elin Silveous@ElinSilveous 

 
T3. A consumer-oriented app for differential diagnosis based on sets of symptoms #HCSM  

 

6:58 
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Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@RichmondDoc Orale pues! Hasta la proxima semana. #hcsm  

 

6:58 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@FlorRolandi Thank you, I wonder if just gaining knowledge w/o understanding it application is what is 

missing #hcsm  
 

6:58 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
@AnshuBJindal please remind me my friend :-) #hcsm  

 

6:58 

 
Kim Yu, MD, FAAFP@drkkyu 

 
Have a great week all! #InspireCreateLead #FMRevolution #hcsm  

 

6:58 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@BillWongOT @JMCelio @HealthSocMed T2 No Bill, that that is the exception. Many kids suffer in 

silence because #parents do not seek TX #hcsm  
 

6:58 

 
Matthew Loxton@mloxton 

 
@teamoncology HealthVault is pretty much that already #hcsm  

 

6:59 

 
Dr. Mohan Krishnan@soulmirror 

 
Great topic and discussion, @danamlewis! Thank you for enabling the conversation at the #hcsm 

intersection!  
 

6:59 

 
P. F. Anderson@pfanderson 

 
@SimonSikorskiMD Quite possibly! Let's talk more :) #hcsm  
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6:59 

 
Einstein Coll of Med@EinsteinMed 

 
Interesting and thought provoking as always. Have a good week everyone! #hcsm  

 

6:59 

 
Mark Dimor@MarksPhone 

 
@controversiesSW Isn't that a great HCP? That listens #hcsm  

 

6:59 

 
Erin Moore@ekeeleymoore 

 
@teamoncology @AnshuBJindal Dont want to belittle knowledge by dumbing it down for pts #hcsm  

 

6:59 

 
Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez 

 
@controversiesSW The app-le of one's eye? #hcsm  

 

6:59 

 
Anshu Jindal@AnshuBJindal 

 
I'm sorry...didn't quite understand. Will you explain pls.? @ekeeleymoore @teamoncology 

@AnshuBJindal #hcsm  
 

6:59 

 
Mark Salke@marksalke 

 
Wow. RT @crgonzalez: If only...MT @teamoncology: A universal easy to carry PMR on everybodys 

smart phone compatible with any EMR. #hcsm  
 

6:59 

 
Simon Sikorski, M.D.@SimonSikorskiMD 

 
Share info offline please. Would love to learn more. RT @mloxton: @teamoncology HealthVault is 

pretty much that already #hcsm  
 

6:59 

 
PDara MD, FACP@JediPD 
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Another mind-bender #hcsm chat! Thanks to All and especially @danamlewis for moderating. Good 

Night #hcsm  
 

6:59 

 
rigel@RigelMD 

 
@dlschermd @crgonzalez even thinking about the spectrum of typing skill, can be a barrier for patients. 

#hcsm  
 

6:59 

 
Dr. Steven Eisenberg@drseisenberg 

 
last thought hcsm = happiness, compassion, serenity matter #hcsm  

 

6:59 

 
Marcela Saeb Lima@MSLDermatopato 

 
“@Dermdoc: #HCSM always send pts their entire pathology report after biopsy. PTs are the best quality 

assurance check I know.”/ it's a must   
 

6:59 

 
Jennifer M. Celio@JMCelio 

 
@nursefriendly But how many actually do? I'd rather fill out my history at my leisure than while in the 

waiting room. #hcsm  
 

6:59 

 
Andrew Lopez, RN@nursefriendly 

 
@BillWongOT @JMCelio @HealthSocMed T2 This comes from a #SpecialNeeds #Parent who's been 

there. #hcsm  
 

7:00 

 
Randall Griffith@controversiesSW 

 
Exactly! RT @crgonzalez: @controversiesSW The app-le of one's eye? #hcsm  

 

7:00 

 
rigel@RigelMD 

 
@dlschermd @crgonzalez hunt-and-peck: "I have to spend an hour typing in my problem list before even 
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seeing a doc?" #hcsm  
 

7:00 

 
HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed 

 
That's a wrap on tonight's #hcsm! Thank all for your insights! See everyone again next Sun @ 8pmCT. 

DM or @HealthSocMed (sans tag) topics!  
 

7:00 

 
Randall Griffith@controversiesSW 

 
Absolutely! RT @MarksPhone: @controversiesSW Isn't that a great HCP? That listens #hcsm  
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